THIRD  REPUBLIC  AND  THE  CHURCH
orders, religious teaching in schools by the clergy; exemption of
priests from military service; sympathy with the democratic
movement of the age."1 The last sentence is worth noting, as
showing that the new group were alive to other needs than those
of the Catholic cause, or, rather, that they understood how the
Catholic cause had to be saved from identification, not merely
with a politically defunct dynasty, but also with a no less defunct
social Conservatism. The inspiration is clearly, in fact, that of
the first Liberal Catholic, Montalembert—the same acceptance
of the fait accompli, the same refusal to harness the Church to
the chariot-wheel of a decaying order or class, the same willing-
ness to trust the fortunes of Catholicism to the people, through
whom, after all, the voice of God did occasionally speak.
If therefore the Papacy wished to indicate to French Catholics
a new line to follow, the " Independents " could easily become
its heralds, and their leader, M. Jacques Piou, was summoned
to Rome to receive the Papal approval of his initiative.
"You are right," said Pope Leo XIIL; " Catholics must unite
on the ground of legality to defend religion and order. Let
Royalists keep their hopes if they will, but not talk about
them. Your country has accepted the Republican form of
government; it is no use going against its will; nothing useful
could be done. I know it is asking a great sacrifice from
believers in other systems; but they are good Catholics, and
whatever it costs they must do it for the good of religion. In
the bottom of my heart I am a Royalist: but one must accept
what is necessary," and a counter-demonstration attempted
by Royalist leaders resulted in the verdict that the " Pope was
intractable." 2
The official pronouncements came in two Encyclicals, Rerum
Novarum, in May 1891, and Inter innumeras^ in February 1892.
The former of the two documents has been described as " The
Charter of the Workers under Catholicism " ; while condemn-
ing all forms of collectivism as contrary to the law of private
property, the Pope declares that the right of the individual
being prior to those of the State he must be protected against
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